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Part III
Many Facets Govern the Evolution of a
New Futures Contract
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The Factors Favoring a Futures Contract for
Live Hogs Outweigh those Against it
by
Henry H. Bakken
University of Wisconsin
This Conference is being held on the eve of the first anniversary of the introduction of the Live Cattle Contract. I join with
others in commending the officers and directors of the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange for their courage and conviction in considering the creation of another Futures Contract dealing in live
hogs imitative of the contract introduced a year ago for live beef
cattle. The timing for this venture, in my opinion, is propitious.
Swineland is in turmoil. It is a time of marked changes in production which often portends changes in methods of sale and
distribution.
The Innovators
Much of the progress of mankind toward a better way of life
must be attributed to the innovators. Not too long ago, the theorists who claimed to know something about Futures markets
were saying that it would be impossible to establish a Futures
contract in animate objects. They were preoccupied in listing
the characteristics which would qualify the commodities suitable
for trading in Futures, such as being homogeneous, fungible, nonperishable, freely available the year around, etc. Live cattle, most
assuredly, was not one they had in mind. These theorists remained undaunted when eggs crashed the gates of the Futures
market. They raised their eyebrows when onions and potatoes
rolled under the barriers, but they have been slightly subdued
since the steers soared over the top of the stockade. My hat is
off to the practitioners who dare challenge these preconceived
notions. There are those who will have their fingers crossed on
the proposal to offer live hogs in Futures. They are the perennial
pessimists who are with us always.
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FUTURES TRADING IN LIVESTOCK
Trends in Production
During the past 5 years, 1959-1964, the number of hog raisers
has apparently declined at the rate of 100,000 per year. It is
estimated that the 1965 Census will report not more than 1.3
million hog producers in contrast to 1.8 million in 1959. In
the meantime, the number of head of porkers slaughtered has
been falling over 200,000 head per year on the average if farm
slaughtered animals are included in the accounting. The number of hogs marketed in the United States in 1964 exceeded 85
million head valued at over $3 billion. Less hogs per producer
of better quality represent the current output by fewer farmers,
who are ostensibly more efficient producers. These changes on
the production front have induced repercussions in the processing
and distribution centers. The live hog of today is a different animal from those of the yesteryears.
The Federal standards and grading system as a consequence is
antiquated and needs to be brought up to date with the advancing
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EVOLUTION OF A FUTURES CONTRACT
technology in production. Those who draft the provisions of the
new Futures contract should be cognizant of this aberration.
Under the circumstances, not a few packers and processors have
seized the opportunity to introduce their own grades and standards. These invidious standards add to confusion in the distribution system and make comparisons difficult, if not impossible, both
in quality and price to ultimate consumers.
The Oligoposonic Technique
In March, 1965, there were nearly 2,200 firms engaged in
slaughtering hogs in the United States, but only one-third of
these were located in the 12 North Central (midwest) states in
which approximately 84 percent of the hogs were produced.
The pricing system in the cash market for hogs has never been
efficacious. The reasons for this situation are expressed in theoretical terms in another section of this report. In my opinion,
research in the area relating to pricing techniques might reveal
variations in pricing more erratic than need be. The introduction
of a Futures contract in this situation might well add more stability to the market, and serve to direct production on a planned
basis.
In the existing situation, the producers on the fringe experience
prices for market hogs that swing in wider amplitudes than those
near the center of the specialized production areas. When a
paucity of supplies necessary to meet demand requirements prevails, they receive more favorable prices for their offerings than
the producers near the center of the production areas. When
supplies overrun current demand requirements, the producers
in the fringe areas experience more unfavorable returns. Often
times, they are forced to hold supplies off the market beyond
the acmic point of superior quality to avoid ruinous returns.
This procedure is a common pattern in procurement by packers
and processors of farm products. It results in the creation of a
buyer's market. A situation made possible by the disparity between the number of producers on the one hand and the number
of buyers on the other.
The introduction of a Live Hog Futures Contract adds another
dimension in competition by enlarging the sphere of pricefill]
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FUTURES TRADING IN LIVESTOCK
making forces. Not only does it involve more people in buying
and selling this commodity, it extends market opportunities by
projecting market commitments months into the future.
Limitations of the Cash Market
With the exception of one brief interlude since Colonial times,
the only type of market available for live hogs here or anywhere
else has been the cash market.
Prior to 700 B.C., trade was consummated primarily on a barter
basis. The only alternative to this form of transferring ownership
in goods or properties in ancient times was gift giving.
The cash market, even though it has been in existence for
2700 years, give or take a few centuries, has some distinct limitations that are inherent in the institution.
Some of these limitations are:
1. Transactions are Isolated. Many transfers of ownership are
concluded without benefit of competitive bids or offers. Thus,
the total market is fragmented and some of the local markets may
be quite imperfect competitively.
2. Prices Remain Unpublished. The prices agreed upon in
paired transactions are generally not publicized for the benefit
of other interested parties.
3. The Environment for False Rumors and Misinformation
is Ideal. Spurious facts concerning prices are all too prevalent;
the statistical position of supply and demand is often distorted;
and purported activities of rival buyers and sellers are especially
noxious because they exploit the credulous to serve the ends of
the unscrupulous.
4. Prices are Erratic. Supply and demand are rarely matched
perfectly in a cash market where physical goods are transferred
simultaneously at the time of the transaction. Without forward
commitments and planning in production and deliveries, prices
gyrate capriciously beyond points of justification.
5. Market Raiding is Made Possible. The medieval lawmen
envoked strict censures against the practices of forestalling and
engrossing. These practices still are extant in our cash markets,
and just as repugnant to the guardians of Justice.
6. The Environment for Collusive Actions is More Ideal.
Secrecy in negotiating contracts is conducive to surreptitious deals
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EVOLUTION OF A FUTURES CONTRACT
among a few buyers and a few sellers which results in oligopolic
or oligoponsic situations.
7. Invalid Transactions are too Prevalent. In some areas of
commercial activities, the dominance of buyers or sellers (entrenched interests) have imposed their will to the extent that
agreements become invalid for want of mutuality.
8. Crude Pricing is the Rule Rather Than the Exception.
The cash market inherently has always tended to round out prices
to rough approximations rather than establish values on definitive grades or classifications.
9. Pocket Markets are Created. Resort alone to cash transactions results in an uneconomic allocation of resources with much
attendant waste. Large areas of demand remain unsatisfied and
substantial supplies never reach optimal points of consumption
because the market is never fully integrated through proper organizations to bring supply and demand to focal points of exchange.
While the cash market is being forced into the background in
this country where contract markets dominate, it still serves as
the culminating market terminating a long series of transactions
preceding final delivery of goods, services, or property to the ultimate users.
Risk Transference
The modern commodity exchanges are an indispensable medium in a free industrial society. Without their facilities and
services, all business would be retarded and many segments would
revert to a status quo or remain semi-paralyzed. In the past, most
books and pamphlets on the subject of futures trading stressed
hedging as the primary service. The traders represented themselves before hostile legislators and an incensed public as respectable businessmen offering an insurance service. That is, they
collectively assumed the risks of price variations for those who
were either unable or unwilling to carry the risk themselves. The
academicians parroted this line of reasoning going so far as to
say that hedging was absolutely essential to the existence of a Futures market. I regard the function of hedging as purely incidental to the existence of a Futures market, a blessing in disguise,
which adds volume in numbers of transactions, and income for
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FUTURES TRADING IN LIVESTOCK
those participating in a Futures market. The attribute which
Futures markets have in bridging the chasm of uncertainty
and providing insurance against risks is unquestionably a valuable service that is utilized and appreciated by roughly 10 to 35
percent of the buyers and sellers in a futures market.
The Art of Drafting Futures Contracts
Attempts have been made in the past to establish futures trading for various commodities with little or no success. Some
contracts which have either faded out or are on their way to
oblivion are the millfeeds: middlings, bran, and shorts. Others
are lard, butter, cotton, and cottonseed meal.
We might for the moment ignore governmental intervention
as a common cause for the demise of futures trading in some
commodities.
Futures contracts fail for other reasons which focuses attention
on the provisions of the document itself.
(1) If a contract is poorly drawn, it may unduly favor traders
on the long or short side of the transaction. Such a contract
could generate a squeeze on delivery dates, or result in some
other unfair advantage that would eventually discourage buyers
or sellers to participate in the trade.
(2) The concentration of market control has been cited as
another cause for diminution in futures trading in certain contracts. The total supply of certain goods may be restricted in
output. Producers, manufacturers, or buyers who have access
to available substitutes may choose to boycott a particular futures. This is referred to as market power by economists.
(3) A few futures contracts have failed in the past because
an adequate body of speculative traders could not be attracted to
these options. In such instances, the market lacked liquidity and
those who wished to transfer risks found the premium for such
service too costly.
Futures as a Directive Force
During the past century we have evolved and developed contract trading to a higher degree than any other nation. These
markets, especially the futures markets, perform a remarkable
service in equating supply and demand. By virtue of their struc[114]
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ture and form, information streams into strategic centers (die
commodity exchanges) where it is collated, analyzed, and disseminated in a manner designed to maximize available economic
resources. Within the sphere of these markets, men have no
peers. There are no restraints other than those imposed upon
themselves exclusive of the law of the land. Each according to his
ability may enjoy the privilege of earning a livelihood with
equal opportunity. Some of the totalitarian leaders in planned
societies have discovered recently that there is no substitute for
"profits", the magic catalyst which resolves economic problems
more efficaciously than any other allurement or persuasive force.
Under the aegis of the contract markets, the factors of production may be combined in the most profitable combinations, risks
are minimized, and a higher degree of specialization in production and distribution is made possible through forward pricing.
From this line of reasoning, it would seem that both providence
and practicality favor action. Once again the innovators appear
to be on the threshold of success.
Paper presented at A Live Hog Futures Symposium-Chicago
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